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Every Christian desires to "be right" about their faith. How we live out our faith holds eternal

significance. But in order to be right, we must know what, why, and how come we believe in Christ.

It can be argued that no book of the Bible has had a greater effect on Christianity than the book of

Romans. Martin Luther described it as "the most important piece in the New Testament," and wrote;

"It is well worth a Christian's while not only to memorize it word for word but also to occupy himself

with it daily, as though it were the daily bread of the soul." In this classic commentary by Dr. Warren

Wiersbe, you can refresh your own understand of this seminal work, Paul's masterpiece letter to the

church in Rome. Dr. Wiersbe's careful exposition of the text allows the truth to soak in to your heart

and mind as you read and understand these essential truths of Scripture.
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I am using this to provide much of the basic framework for teaching through Romans with our

middle schoolers at church. Wiersbe provides an excellent basic survey of the book, putting the

content into an easily digested framework. This is of course by no means an exhaustive

commentary, and I would definitely consult others to zoom in on details. But for a great general

summary of Paul's most doctrinal letter, it would be very hard to beat this book.

All of Wiersbe's books are great. From a pastor/teacher point of view, if you teach a Bible study



once per week, all of his study books are designed to be taught in about a quarter (3months). His

content allows you to stay on track, even though it seems as though he is covering too many verses

or chapters. And though it seems that way, you still find his material covering the passages in depth.

Romans, in particular, is so rich that without such a guide as this you could spend months without

progressing through the book. Not Reader's Digest and not Kittel's, but a great in-depth yet brief

Bible study. Highly recommended.

Warren knows how to explain scripture like no one else . He teaches you all you need to know

about Romans in simple terms you can understand. I also have it on my kindle, so I can always

have it with me.

Good commentary for the common person. Sometimes, biblical commentaries go over peoples

heads. Wiersbe writes an approachable commentary series that allows any reader to understand

the biblical text in new ways. I have his combined works in a bound format for years, but wanted an

electronic version as I'm studying Romans. So much simpler to look things up electronically vs

carrying around a book.

This was a great companion to read while going through the book of Romans. Wiersby does a

thorough job of outlining and explaining the key components and concepts in the epistle and offers

some good questions at the end of each chapter for self or group study. While some of his more

conservative views come out from time to time, Wiersby's book is dead on with the important truths

of salvation, grace, and life in Christ--the stuff that really matters.What an amazing gift we have in

the grace and abundant life that we had been offered, Jews and Gentiles alike!

Covers the bases and does it well. Lacks the spark of his best books. It still provides a decent look

at Romans, but I expected more from Wiersbe on this perhaps the most critical book of the entire

new testament.

I would recommend the "Be" Series books to supplement Bible Study books. I have purchased

several of them. Very insightful.

Wiersbe is great at making bible study more understandable. This was a great tool when I studied

Romans. Helps to go deeper in the text and the era the epistle was written.
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